Wood is a beautiful and natural resource. The strength and durability of wood
has been relied upon for generations to supply heat, shelter and furniture. We
are continually exploring innovative ways to use new products and technology to
protect and preserve our planet's natural resources.
Product Durability
Perhaps the best thing we do for the environment at Novikoff is to build products that last.
Novikoff has always had a reputation for building durable, long‐lasting furniture. We pride
ourselves in our construction methods and the durability of our raw materials. It is not un‐
usual to see some of the products built in 1960 (the beginning of Novikoff) still in use today.

Veneers & Hardwoods
Novikoff carefully selects its veneer and hardwood suppliers who only use wood coming from
sustainable, plentiful and well‐managed forests. Novikoff obtains only North American species
for our standard product offerings. Novikoff does not purchase any wood species identified to
be from rainforest regions where clear‐cutting is practiced.

Air Emissions
Novikoff has dramatically reduced its VOC emissions by 40% over the last 5 years. As new
products, technologies and methods are introduced, Novikoff evaluates and implements many
of these improvements into its operations. Additionally, only water‐based glues are used in
our veneer pressing operations.

Waste
Novikoff has a strong focus on preventing and reducing waste. One of our initiatives is reduc‐
ing veneer waste. We order veneer faces cut to size which allows for maximum yield on ve‐
neer products. We also purchase veneer faces which match up exactly to our standard prod‐
ucts. Veneer faces that fit exactly to our end panels, modesty panels and desk tops reduce
waste significantly.
Novikoff blanket wraps most shipments in an effort to reduce packaging materials entirely.

Particle Board
Our supplier only uses wood products from sustainable well managed forests. Our particle
board consists of wood products and recycled materials.

Leather
Our leather scraps are sold to a local wallet manufacturer.

